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Abstract. We propose a hybrid personalized summarization framework
that combines adaptive fast-forwarding and content truncation to gen-
erate comfortable and compact video summaries. We formulate video
summarization as a discrete optimization problem, where the optimal
summary is determined by adopting Lagrangian relaxation and convex-
hull approximation to solve a resource allocation problem. Subjective
experiments are performed to demonstrate the relevance and efficiency
of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Video summarization techniques address different purposes, including fast brows-
ing [6], retrieval [14], behaviour analysis [15], and entertainment. We intend to
generate from the source video(s) a concise version with well organized story-
telling, from which the audience can enjoy the contents that best satisfy their
interest. Two kinds of information are essential for producing semantically rele-
vant and enjoyable summaries: Semantic information of the scene directly eval-
uates the importance of frames for producing semantically relevant summaries;
Scene activity is associated to the changes of the scene presented to the audience.
Conventional content-truncation-based methods mainly maximize the semantic
information associated to the content played during the constraint browsing pe-
riod, e.g. using fast-browsing of highlighted moments [10]. However, semantic
information extracted from individual images/segments fails to model a compli-
cated story-telling with strong dependency in its contents. In contrast, conven-
tional fast-forwarding-based methods mainly sample the video frames at a rate
that increases with the measured scene activity, defined via optical flow [13] or
the histogram of pixel differences [8]. By only evaluating changes in the scene, it
is difficult to assure the semantic relevance of the summary. The application of
pure fast-forwarding based methods is also constrained by the fact the highest
tolerable playback speed is bounded due to the limitation of visual perception [9].

We thus propose an approach that truncates contents with intolerable play-
back speeds and saves time resources for better rendering the remaining contents.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the overall proposed summarization process envisioned
in a divide and conqure paradigm

We design a hybrid summarization method with both content truncation and
adaptive fast-forwarding to provide continuous as well as semantically relevant
summaries with improved visual comfort. We select playback speeds from a set of
discrete options, and introduce a hierarchical summarization framework to find
the optimal allocation of time resources into the summary, which enables various
story-telling patterns for flexible personalized video summarization. Our resource
allocation summarization in [2] only considers content truncation. In [1], we only
considered the semantic information of pre-defined video segments in evaluating
the benefit of the summary, and scene activity was only adopted for heuristi-
cally determining the maximum tolerable speed, in an independent process from
the resource allocation optimization. In the present paper, we determine both
the truncation actions and the playback speeds in a soft way through a uni-
fied resource allocation process that considers both semantic information and
scene activity. Furthermore, subjective tests are now performed to validate the
adaptive fast-forwarding principle.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the proposed
summarization framework. In Section 3, we present experimental results. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2 Resource Allocation Framework

Our resource-allocation-based framework interprets the summarization problem
as finding the optimal allocation of duration resources uL into video segments,
according to various user preferences. We design the whole process using the
divide and conquer paradigm (Fig.1(a)). The whole video is first cut into short
clips by using a shot-boundary detector. These short clips are then organized
into video segments. A sub-summary or local story defines one way to select clips
within a segment. Several sub-summaries can be generated from a segment: not
only the content, but also the narrative style of the summary can be adapted
to user requirements. By tuning the benefit and the cost of sub-summaries, we
balance -in a natural and personal way- the semantics (what is included in the
summary) and the narrative (how it is presented to the user) of the summary.
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The final summary is formed by collecting non-overlapping sub-summaries to
maximize the overall benefit, under the user-preferences and duration constraint.

Let the video be cut into NC clips, with the ith clip Ci being Ci = {t|t =
tSi , · · · , tEi }. tSi and tEi are the index of its starting and ending frames. These
video clips are grouped into M segments. A set of candidate sub-summaries
is considered for each segment, from which at most one sub-summary can be
selected. We denote the kth sub-summary of the m-th segment Sm as amk, which
is a set of playback speeds for all its clips, i.e., amk = {vki|i ∈ Sm}. vki is the
playback speed assigned to the ith clip if the kth sub-summary amk is adopted.

Let bm = {bi|i ∈ Sm} be the list of base benefits for all clips in Sm. Our
major task is to find the set of sub-summaries that maximizes the total payoff

V̂∗ = argmax
V̂

B({amk}|{bm}), (1)

subject to
∑M

m=1|amk| ≤ uL. We define |amk| as the length of summary amk,

|amk| =
∑

i∈Sm

tEi − tSi
vki

. (2)

The overall benefit of the whole summary is defined as accumulated benefits of
all selected sub-summaries:

B({amk}|{bm}) =
M∑

m=1

Bm(amk) (3)

with Bm(amk) being defined as a function of the user preferences, of the high-
lighted moments, and of the playback speeds as described in the following.

2.1 Video Segmentation

We divide the soccer video into clips, according to the detected production ac-
tions, such as position of replays, shot-boundaries and view types. We detect
replays from producer-specific logos [12], extract shot-boundaries with a detec-
tor proposed in [7] to better deal with smooth transitions, and recognize the
view-type by using the method in [4]. We segment the video based on the moni-
toring of production actions by analysing the view-structure [2] instead of using
(complex) semantic scene analysis tools.

2.2 Local Story Organization

One major advantage of the resource allocation framework is that it allows highly
personalized story organization, which is achieved via flexible definition of ben-
efits. We define the benefit of a sub-summary as

Bm(amk) =
∑

i∈Sm

Bi(vki)BP
mi(amk), (4)
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Fig. 2. The base benefit of a clip is evaluated from the game relevance and emotional
level, defined as functions of clip view-types. The decaying process is modelled by
hyperbolic tangent function. tGm, tHm, tRm are starting times of game play, hero scene,
and replay in the m-th segment, respectively.

which includes accumulated benefits of selected clips. Bi(vki) computes the base
benefit of clip i at playback speed vki,

Bi(vki) = bi(1/vki)
β . (5)

bi is the clip benefit, defined as

bi = |tEi − tSi |
(
ftat

)α
, (6)

which consider the average semantic information ft and scene activity at. As
in [1], we automatically locate hot-spots by analyzing audio signals [3], whose
(change of) intensity is correlated to the semantic importance of each video
segment. The benefit of each frame t within each segment is further evaluated
from its relevance to the game fG

t and its level of emotional involvement fE
t .

The frame information ft is computed as

ft = 0.25fE
t + 0.75fG

t . (7)

fG
t mainly evaluates the semantic relevance of a clip in presenting the game
progress, while fE

t evaluates the importance of a clip in revoking the emotional
involvement of the audience, e.g. via closeup view of a player. Hence, the above
fixed weight favours game related contents in the summary. We define fG

t and fE
t

by propagating the significance of the detected hot-spot event according to the
view type structure of the segment, as depicted in Fig.2. The decaying process
was modelled by using the hyperbolic tangent function, because it is bounded
and is integrable thus simplifying the computation of ft.

Scene activity at is defined on the fluctuation of the camera view or the
diversified movement of multiple players. Given a clip, the fluctuation of its
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Fig. 3. We evaluate the average stimulus in a far-view clip by estimating information
associated to scene activity from camera motion and player motion, which are computed
on average motion vector in the grassland region and tracked player positions

camera view τM is evaluated by the average standard deviation of the motion
vectors in the clip, while the complexity of diversified player movements τP is
defined as the average standard deviation of players’ moving speeds in the clip.
As shown in Fig.3, the average information at is then defined as a weighted sum
of the above two terms,

at ∝
{
τM + τP, far view

τM, otherwise
(8)

which is normalized to [0 1] for far-view and non-far-view clips independently.
Using the standard deviation avoids the need of accurate compensation of player
speed with respect to camera motions. BP

mi(amk) evaluates the extra benefits by
satisfying specific preferences:

BP
mi(amk) = PO(vki, u

O)PC
mki(u

C)PF
mk. (9)

PO(vki, u
O) is the extra gain obtained by including user’s favorite object uO

specified through an interactive interface,

PO(vki, u
O) =

{
1.5, vki < ∞, ∃t ∈ Ci, uOexists inIt,
1.0, otherwise.

(10)

We favour a continuous story-telling by defining PC
mki(u

C)

PC
mki(u

C) = 1 + uC(2− δ 1
vkivk(i+1)

,0 − δ 1
vkivk(i−1)

,0), (11)

where δa,b is the Kronecker delta function, and uC is fixed to 0.1 in our exper-
iments. Satisfaction of general production principles is also evaluated through
PF
mk, which takes 1 for normal case and 0.001 for forbidden cases (or a value that

is small enough to suppress this case from being selected), to avoid unpleasant
visual/story-telling artifacts (e.g. too-short/incomplete local stories). We only
allow normal speed for a replay clip in local story organization. If time resources
to render a replay are available, we present the action in the clearest way.
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Fig. 4. Lagrangian relaxation and convex-hull approximation are adopted to solve the
resource allocation problem, which restrict the eligible summarization options to the
convex hulls of benefit-to-cost curves of the segments, where the collection of points
from all convex-hulls with a same slope λ produces one optimal solution under the
corresponding summary length

2.3 Global Story Organization

The global-duration resource is allocated among the available sub-summaries
to maximize the aggregated benefit (Eq.1). When relaxation of constraints are
allowed, Lagrangian optimization and convex-hull approximation can be con-
sidered to split the global optimization problem in a set of simple block-based
decision problems [11]. The convex-hull approximation restricts the eligible sum-
marization options for each sub-summary to the (benefit, cost) points sustaining
the upper convex hull of the available (benefit, cost) pairs of the segment. Global
optimization is obtained by allocating the available duration among the individ-
ual segment convex-hulls [5], which results in a computationally efficient solution.
Fig.4 summarizes the summarization process.

We solve this resource allocation problem by using the Lagrangian relaxation
[5]: if λ is a non-negative Lagrangian multiplier and {k∗} is the optimal set that
maximizes

L({k}) =
M∑

m=1

Bm(amk)− λ

M∑

m=1

|amk| (12)

over all possible {k}, then {amk∗} maximizes
∑M

m=1Bm(amk) over all {amk}
such that

∑M
m=1|amk| �

∑M
m=1|amk∗ |. Hence, if {k∗} solves the unconstrained

problem in Eq.12, then it also provides the optimal solution to the constrained
problem in Eq.1, with uL =

∑M
m=1|a∗mk|. Since the contributions to the benefit

and cost of all segments are independent and additive, we can write

M∑

m=1

Bm(amk)− λ

M∑

m=1

|amk| =
M∑

m=1

(Bm(amk)− λ|amk|). (13)
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a)Base benefit under various  b)Base benefit under various

Fig. 5. Clip benefit complies with convex-hull approximation and the greedy algorithm
adopted for solving the resource allocation problem

From the curves of Bm(amk) with respect to their corresponding summary length
|amk|, the collection of points maximizing Bm(amk)− λ|amk| with a same slope
λ produces one unconstrained optimum. Different choices of λ lead to differ-
ent summary lengths. If we construct a set of convex hulls from the curves of
Bm(amk) with respect to |amk|, we can use a greedy algorithm to search for the
optimum under a given constraint uL. The approach is depicted in Fig.4 and
explained in details in [11]. In short, for each point in each convex hull, we first
compute the forward (incremental) differences in both benefits and summary-
lengths. We then sort the points of all convex-hulls in decreasing order of λ, i.e.,
of the increment of benefit per unit of length. Ordered points are accumulated
until the summary length gets larger or equal to uL.

Fig.5 shows the clip benefit Bi(v) w.r.t. 1/v under various β and bi values,
so as to analyse the behaviour the clip interest defined in Eq.5 in the above
optimization process. Fig.5(a) reveals that the whole curve is convex when 0 <
β < 1, which thus enables various options of playback speeds to appear in the
benefit/cost convex hulls. In Fig.5(b), we found that the clip with a higher base
interest bi has the same slope value at a slower playback speed. Accordingly,
in the above greedy algorithm, slower playback speed will be first assigned to
semantically more important clips in the sense of high information.

3 Experimental Results

The proposed framework aims at focusing on summarization with adaptive fast-
forwarding and semantically relevant and personalized story telling. Those prop-
erties are explored through a comparative analysis with state of the art methods.
The soccer video used for performance evaluation is 3 hours long with a list of
50 automatically extracted audio hot-spots. Seven different speed options, i.e.,
1x, 2x, 4x, 6x, 8x, 10x, and +∞(for content truncation), are enabled in the cur-
rent implementation, so as to provide comparative flexibility in fast-forwarding
control to those methods with continuous playback speeds. Here, ax stands for
the a times of the normal playback speed. We compared the behavior of our
proposed method to the following two methods:

– Peker et al. [13] achieve the adaptive fast-forwarding via constant activity
sub-sampling.
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Fig. 6. Summaries produced for the broadcasted soccer video. The first subgraph
presents the view-structure of segments and clip thumbnails. Resultant playback speeds
from three methods are plotted with the corresponding clip benefit (ULEN for uL).

– Höferlin et al. [8] determine the activity level by computing the alpha-
divergence between the luminance difference of two consecutive frames and
the estimated noise model. The adjusted sampling interval is then set to be
linearly proportional to the activity level.

The results of the proposed and comparison methods are shown in Figs.6.
We use α = β = 0.5 and plot the results from different methods. We made the
following major observations: both the optical flow and the alpha divergence
failed to correctly measure the intensity of scene activities or the importance of
the events; compared to the linear playback speed control in [13] and [8], our
framework allows flexible personalization of story organization. We can suppress
redundant contents in the replays for higher compaction, consider story continu-
ity, and remove very short clips to avoid flickering; playback speeds of different
clips in [13] and [8] maintain the same ratio, when the length of target summary
changes, while our method performs non-linear time allocation under different
target summary lengths, owing to the flexible definition of clip benefit.

We first subjectively evaluate the suitable playback speeds (Fig.7). 25 partic-
ipants (including 11 females and 14 male, age from 20-40) were asked to specify
their highest tolerable playback speed, comfortable playback speeds and the
most comfortable playback speed when presented four groups of video samples
with various playback speeds. The highest tolerable speed for far views is lower
than that of the close-up views. We consider this as a result that understand-
ing far-view need attentional perception to follow the players. Audiences still
feel comfortable in faster playback speeds, which is the base of adaptive fast-
forwarding. The most comfortable speed is selected to be the original speed that
was produced by experts.

We then collect the global impression of the audiences in comparatively eval-
uating the generated summaries. We asked 23 participants (including 10 females
and 13 males, age from 20-40) to give their opinions on the most preferred result
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Fig. 7. Results of the first subjective evaluation from 25 participants on their feedback
under various fast-forwarding speeds when browsing the broadcasted soccer videos
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Fig. 8. Results of the second subjective evaluation test from 23 viewers, by collecting
their global impression on the summaries, in the sense of completeness, comfort and
the efficiency of time allocation

when presented a group of three summaries generated by the above different
methods (in the random order), from their completeness, comfort, and effective-
ness of time allocation. We plot the results of evaluating summaries under two
different compaction ratios (i.e. 1/8 and 1/4) in Fig.8. We make the following ob-
servations: our method outperforms the other two methods in generating more
complete summaries for highly compact summarization (1/8), which supports
our idea of introducing content truncation to save time resources for presenting
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key events in a clearer way; our method produces more comfortable summaries
from the broadcasted soccer video, where both 1/8 and 1/4 are too high for
an adaptive fast-forwarding method to produce a comfortable video without
truncating some contents. In order to slow down a key event, we have to raise
the playback speed of other contents to a much higher level in exchange for the
equivalent time resource, which results in flickering and lowers the visual comfort
of the summary; our method is evaluated to be the most effective in allocating
playback speeds for presenting the actions of interest, especially under a high
compaction ratio.

4 Conclusions

We proposed a framework for producing personalized summaries that enables
both content truncation and adaptive fast-forwarding. Instead of a rigid determi-
nation of the fast-forwarding speed, we efficiently select the optimal combination
from candidate summaries, which is solved efficiently as a resource-allocation
problem. Subjective experiments demonstrate the proposed system by evaluat-
ing summaries from broadcasted soccer videos. We will further extend our hybrid
method of content truncation and adaptive fast-forwarding. Both semantic in-
formation and scene activity are important in producing a semantically relevant
and visually comfort summary. We will thus consider both types of information
in our future work.
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